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Milton Friedman (1912-2006), the world-famous author of Capitalism and Freedom (1962) and Free to Choose (1980), was one of the most influential economists of the 20th century, and his memory will live long in the lore of economics. To mark the centenary of his birth, Laissez-Faire is pleased to publish this bibliography, the most complete listing to date of his scholarly writings. It provides both an indication of the breadth of his interests, and a measure of the magnitude of his contribution to economic scholarship.
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1 Professor of Economics, Universidad Francisco Marroquín (Guatemala).

This bibliography is based upon three earlier bibliographical orientations to Friedman’s writings: Niels Thygesen, “The Scientific Contributions of Milton Friedman,” Scandinavian Journal of Economics, 79 (1977): 84-98, Kurt Leube (ed.), The Essence of Friedman (Stanford, CA: Hoover Institution Press, 1987), pp. 526-51 (compiled by Gloria Valentine), and Marc Lavoie and Mario Seccareccia (eds.), Milton Friedman et son œuvre (Montreal: Presses de l’Université de Montréal, 1993), pp. 191-24 (compiled by Gilles Dostaler). It includes books authored, co-authored or edited by Milton Friedman, introductions and forewords to books by other authors, articles in scholarly and professional journals, comments and replies, chapters in edited volumes, articles in encyclopedias and general interest magazines, book reviews, and published interviews. It does not include articles published in newspapers or in news magazines, speeches, or testimonies to congressional committees. References are to the first publication of each item, and although articles that have been reprinted in the books listed in Section A are cross-referenced to the corresponding volumes, reprints in other publications are not generally reported (except in a few cases where the reprinted version is particularly noteworthy, or better known and/or more easily accessible than the original publication).
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